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We experienced some difficulty in obtaining state
bids to reproduce the ON T.R.A.C.K.S. newsletter
onto a CD rom format.Because of the delay,you will
receive the Fall and Winter issues on the same disk.
The first issue explores the quality,quantity,utiliza-
tion,and depletion of water sources in Kansas. Our
winter issue will touch upon the conservation meas-
ures needed to be employed to reduce water con-
sumption and restore the quality of our water sup-
plies. As a bonus, we are also including the Life in a
Pond, Winter issue from 1996. Some of our older
issues, produced on newsprint, may no longer be
available. Therefore, we will try to include past,
related issues with our cur rent newsletter.

Last spring we asked subscribers for their opinion on changing the format of this newsletter from a newsprint copy
to that of a CD Rom disk. The response from 128 replies indicated 60% favored a CD Rom format. With this assur-
ance from our subscribers (and the fact we can reduce our production cost by 25% and dist ributing expenses by
66%), we have employed the CD Rom format to the 2001 issues of ON T.R.A.C.K.S. Each public and non-public
school will receive a single CD disk containing the Fall/Winter newsletters. They may make as many copies of the
newsletters or articles within as they desire. Individual subscribers will also r eceive a single CD rom, but we wil l
encourage them thereafter to download the newsletter from the agency’s web site.

We wish to thank all who responded to our inquiry.Many indicated the instructional value of the newsletter with
their on coming classroom activities. Hopefully, the changes will allow us to provide you with many more issues of
the ON T.R.A.C.K.S newsletter.
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Where’s the Water?

We all have some idea of what the water cycle is
trying to represent. Words like precipitation,
condensation, evaporation, ground water and so
forth appear in most il lustrations of the water
cycle. So,just what does it all mean? There are
actually several concepts being illustrated in the
water cycle-- the movement of water, collection
places of water, different physical states in which
water can exist, and how energy is either
absorbed or released by water within the cycle.
Two things we must take into consideration with
any discussion of the water cycle are: first, it is
just a simulation. Simulations are, by definition,
a simpler representation of a more complex, nat-
urally occurring interaction. Second, the various
paths of water through the water cycle are not
predetermined, but will vary based on the
water’s collecting and resting place, energy level,
and physical state.

One can begin anywhere within the water cycle
since it has no real beginning or ending point. To
start our discussion, lets begin with the largest

collecting place for water - the oceans. Oceans
contain about 97% of all the water on earth, most
of which is in a liquid state. Water in a liquid
state is also the middle energy level for water. To
start the movement of ocean water through the
water cycle we need to apply energy to it. Where
will this energy come from? Our greatest source
of energy on earth is the sun. The sun’s energy
heats up the ocean’s surface causing the water
molecules to increase their rate of movement.
The increasing movement of these molecules
will cause some of the water surface molecules
to change from a liquid to a gas. As a vapor, this
water can travel from the earth’s surface to the
atmosphere surrounding the earth’s surface. This
process is known as .What hap-
pens to this water vapor will depend upon its
loss of energy, gravity, and the structure on the
earth’s surface.

Eventually the water vapor will lose its energy
and turn into tiny water droplets. We call this
change . In clouds, these water
droplets collect on tiny dust particles. The tiny
water droplets collide with each other causing
them to increase in size. Before too long, the

The Water Cycle
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droplets become so heavy that gravity pulls them
from the clouds to the earth’s surface. Depending
on the temperature of the air in the clouds and
the temperature between the clouds and earth’s
surface, these falling droplets will appear in the
form of rain, snow, hail, or sleet. The movement
of water from the atmosphere to the earth is
called . Numerous things can
happen to this water falling to the earth’s sur-
face. Some will actually evaporate before reach-
ing the surface or upon striking the surface. In
very cold regions they may be confined for
extensive periods of time upon the earth as ice-
caps or glaciers. Other droplets will fall back into
the oceans or some other form of surface water.
Still others will fall upon land masses and either
run along the surface of the land as or
be absorbed into the earth to become 

.Water collected as ground water may be
held for long periods of time.

The greatest movement of water among living
organisms occurs in plants. Plants absorb
ground water through their roots. Some of the
water remains in the plant, but the majority will
travel through the plant to the leaf surface. This
“leaf water” is exposed to the air and the sun’s
energy. Evaporation can easily take place at this
interaction point. This process is called

. On a hot, summer day in a forest in
Minnesota, a layer of condensing water vapor
may form over the tops of the trees which
resembles fog.

All these processes and interactions work
together to change the physical state of water
and to move it from one given location to anoth-
er. The sum of this interaction is called the

.

The term is used to identify
water stored below the earth’s surface. Water at
the surface will slowly move through the perme-
able materials underneath (i.e. gravel, sand, and
silt) by a process called Gravity is
the principle force behind this water movement
but soil particle attraction for water can also aid

GROUND
WATER

this process. During the water’s travels it may
come upon a layer of material, such as clay or
nonporous bed rock, which will not allow it to
pass. Water then starts to accumulate in the soil,
filling up the air spaces between particles. This
zone of water saturation is called the 

.

Areas which contain an appreciable quantity of
ground water are called . Kansas sits
partially atop the largest freshwater aquifer in
the world known as the Ogallala. The Ogallala
lies beneath eight states from South Dakota
down toTexas. In Kansas, our portion of the
Ogallala is known as the High Plains aquifer
(colored red on the above map). It is the largest
of seven aquifers located within the state. The
High Plains is estimated to contain about 245
million acre-feet of stored water. To put this
another way, think of an area 2,978 times the size
of Kansas (or 68 times the size of the United
States) covered with one foot of water and you
have the amount of water stored in the High
Plains aquifer. To top this off, the total amount of
freshwater stored in all of Kansas’ aquifers is
over twice this amount. We depend heavily upon
ground water for irrigation, drinking, livestock,
and industrial use.

Two important terms to remember when dis-
cussing ground water is and 

. Recharge occurs when water flows into
the ground water system; discharge is the water
leaving the ground water system. In Kansas, pre-
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water due to the construction of ponds and
lakes. The lists
181,337 acres of public owned lakes (private
owned lake and pond acres are not available).
Lakes and reservoirs in Kansas drain into the
Missouri River Basin or the Arkansas River
Basin. Information for these basins and the lakes
and reservoirs within them can be found at the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City
District Office,700 Federal Building, Kansas City,
MO, 64106, (816) 983-3949, fax (816) 983-3896 or
visit the web site at www.usace.army.mil
Stream miles have also increased since settle-

ment, but numbers are not available for compar-
ison. Today, according to the

, ( Kansas
State Conservation Commission) Kansas has
134,338 miles of interior streams and 120 miles
of border streams for a total of 134,458 stream
miles.

Today, man-made lakes and ponds have sub-
stantially increased the amount of surface water
available in Kansas. Many developed areas 
depend on these surface waters for everyday use
in times of drought. Surface water also adds
recreational opportunities, aesthetic values and
wildlife habitat. As many as thirty-eight new
species of wildlife (the majority being fish) were
found to reside in Kansas during a recent study
by the Kansas State Biological Survey due to
expanding water habitats. More information on
wetlands and wildlife habitat will be presented
in Part II of this “Water” issue of On TRACKS.
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cipitation is the main contributor to recharge
and irrigation is the greatest cause of discharge.
Because of this, the ground water level has been
declining in recent years. Years with below nor-
mal precipitation result in decreasing ground
water recharge which, in turn, can result in an
increase in the amount of water being dis-
charged through irrigation. Since the 1960’s,
ground water levels in Kansas have dropped by
as much as 200 feet in some areas. The decline
during the 1990’s has been less than for any
other decade in the last forty years. Above aver-
age rain fall and more conservative irrigation
methods has contributed to this decline.

Not only must we be aware of the of
ground water available, we also need to protect
the of our ground water. At one time,
ground water was considered almost immune to
surface pollution but no longer. Ground water
contamination is all too common today, most of
it emerging from point (identifiable sources of
pollution) and non-point pollution (unidentifi-
able sources). A study in 1996-97 found excessive
nitrate concentrations in 10% of the 267 wells
sampled. While a nitrate problem is fairly wide-
spread in Kansas, most ground water contamina-
tion occurs from isolated situations due to
human activity involving VOC’s, heavy metals,
and petroleum products. In general, the larger
aquifers of Kansas are in worse shape in terms
of dissolved solids than shallower ones. Higher
levels of ammonia, sulfate, sodium, and chloride
may exist due to human activity and/or natural
sources. For the most part, these contaminants
do not cause any serious health-related prob-
lems. They do create problems such as scale
deposits, staining, odors, and unpleasant tasting
water.

Surface water refers to water which accummu-
lates on the surface of the earth. No natural lakes
or ponds could be found in the landscape of pre-
settlement Kansas. Surface water was confined
only to rivers, streams, wetlands, and springs.
Settlement brought with it an increase in surface

BREAKDOWN OF CURRENT STREAM MILES

INTERMITTENT

PERENNIAL

BORDER STREAMS

CANALS & DRAINAGE
DITCHES*

110,225 MILES

23,731 MILES

120 MILES

382 MILES

*most were created from 1920 to 1970, often to
drain wetlands

Surface Water
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How Wet Is Our Planet from Project Aquatic 
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According to the Kansas Water Office,

In 1955, the
Kansas Water Resources Board (reformed as the
Kansas Water Office in 1981) was created in
response to this dual need. The Board was
responsible for water resources planning, water
policy development, and coordination of water
related activities at all levels of government.

Many developments followed: the Federal Water
Supply Act of 1958, which approved a constitu-
tional amendment allowing Kansas to financially
participate in the development of flood control
works or works for the conservation and/or
development of the state’s water resources.
Additionally, in response to a Council report,

, the 1963 Legislature enacted the State
Water Plan Act (KSA 82a- 901).

These earlier events were followed by the first
phase of the State Water Plan (KSA 82a- 927 et
seq) enacted in 1965. The Board was given
authority to provide assurances to the federal
government regarding the need for future
municipal and industrial water supply storage in
any proposed or authorized water project in
Kansas (KSA 82a-933P). Then in 1974, the State
Water Plan Storage Act (KSA 82a-1301 et seq)
was enacted by the Legislature establishing the
basic framework of the current Water Marketing
Program.

About two-thirds of the 24 federal reservoirs in
Kansas are under the U.S.Army Corps of
Engineers. The remaining seven federal reser-
voirs are under the Bureau of Reclamation. Lakes
constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation were
primarily constructed for water supply, i.e. irri-
gation. Lakes constructed by the Corps are con-
sidered multipurpose lakes and are only author-
ized by Congress when the anticipated benefits
substantially outweigh the construction costs.

Flood control was initially the reason for much
of the surface water development in Kansas. The
first federal flood control legislation was passed
in 1917, however, extensive development of
ponds and lakes did not begin until the 1930’s.
Surprisingly, it was not because of flood control
initiatives, but rather through the Works
Progress Administration (designed to give work
to capable adults during the depression times)
that many new ponds and lakes were built.
Wyandotte County Lake and Kingman State
Fishing Lake are two examples of such projects
in Kansas.

Flood control projects, initiated through the
Corps of Engineers, began in the 1940’s.
Kanopolis Lake, located in the Missouri River
Basin, was the first project completed in 1948
under the Flood Control Act of 1944. Fall River
Lake, located in the Arkansas River Basin, was
completed in 1949 under the Flood Control Act
of 1941. Other reservoirs followed and Kansas
now has a total of 25 reservoirs with Hillsdale
Lake being the most recent (1984). Even with the
work started in the 1930’s and the flood control
initiative of the 1940’s, it wasn’t until the 1950’s
that surface water became a topic of interest in
Kansas.

A Surface Water Primer
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Flood control is the primary purpose followed
by navigation, water supply, water quality, recre-
ation, and fish and wildlife habitat.

The Kansas Water Office and the Corps work
closely together to regulate water releases
through the dams. Water above the “normal pool
level” in Bureau of Reclamation lakes even falls
under the Corps of Engineers control, whose
authority is normally only used during flooding
conditions. Water at the conservation pool or
below in Bureau lakes is at the disposal of the
Bureau of Reclamation, primarily for irrigation
purposes.

An increase in surface water, with the resultant
new habitat and recreational opportunities did
not come without a price. The largest saltwater
spring in Kansas, Waconda Springs, was
destroyed in the construction of Glen Elder Dam
and Waconda Lake in 1969. Waconda Springs was
a sacred place for Native Americans. Efforts at
preserving the spring were unsuccessful.

Another reservoir with opposition was Tuttle
Creek. The flood of 1951 initiated the proposal

for Tuttle Creek which was passed by Congress
in 1952. Businesses in Topeka and Kansas City
were desperate to have flood control measures
but farmers in the area argued for small water-
shed dams to prevent floods without destroying
the fertile bottomlands. The farmers promoted
soil and water conservation programs over “Big
Dam Foolishness.” Opposition was heard all the
way to Washington with a women’s grassroots
efforts halting the proposed Tuttle Creek
Reservoir temporarily. Then, in 1955, Congress
restored the funding for Tuttle Creek and it was
completed in 1962. (taken from “

”, Victoria Foth and Kansas
Natural Resource Council) 

.

Federal Reservoirs located within Kansas. Those denoted with an * are Bureau of Reclamation
Projects. All others are under the authority of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

*
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Where Does All The Water Go? 
Just how much water is required by Kansas

water users? Perhaps a better question is: How
much water is available for Kansas users? We
have already learned available water in Kansas is
either upon the surface or in the ground. Both
are replenished by falling atmosphere water
(precipitation). This is part of the problem. We
cannot control the time, place, and amount of
precipitation which falls across the state on a
yearly basis. Western Kansas can expect to
receive, on the average, 7-22 inches, Central
Kansas 23-29 inches, and Eastern Kansas 30-40
inches of precipitation yearly (see map on oppo-
site page). We also discovered the number one
use of Kansas water is crop irrigation (over 90%
in some water districts.) This is where the sce-
nario becomes interesting.

In eastern Kansas, surface water is the primary
water source and, as such, can be regenerated
rather quickly through precipitation. Since east-
ern Kansas also receives the highest amount of
precipitation and uses less water than western
Kansas, it is rare for the eastern section to have
water shortages.

This map is produced by the Kansas Geological Survey;

We have the opposite situation in western
Kansas. Western Kansas water users depend
upon groundwater. As stated previously, the
replenishing of ground water through precipita-
tion is a slow process. A study conducted by the
U.S. Geological Survey revealed that every gallon
of water withdrawn from the ground takes 280
years, on average, to replace. To further com-
pound the situation, western Kansas receives
half the precipitation of eastern Kansas.

A rough formula to determine whether water
supplies are adequate for the water users would
read something like this:

water +  replenishing = available water
source     rate     for users

Using this over-simplified formula it appears the
available water in eastern Kansas is meeting the
needs of the water users. The problem area in
Kansas lies in the western sector. The available
water of western Kansas is having a difficult
time keeping pace with the water demands.We
will explore this more in the following pages.
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As urban areas grow so does the demand for
water. The Kansas Water Office has documented
by county the projected water needs to the year
2040. The numbers for the high growth areas are
astounding.

Listed below are the projected thousands of
gallons of water needed for the largest water
suppliers in the two most populated counties:

18,598,799 (yr 2000) 21,467,389 (yr 2010)
24,337,192 (yr 2020) 27,208,151 (yr 2030)
30,079,553(yr 2040)

21,746,397 (yr 2000) 23,561,241 (yr 2010)
25,376,277 (yr 2020) 27,191,122 (yr 2030)
29,006,159 (yr 2040)

Add to this all the other water suppliers, wells,
and private pond sources found in the state, and
you find that the gallons of water used is 
(In the United States, we withdraw 450 billion
gallons of water on a daily basis!) It is no sur-
prise to find that in the eastern part of Kansas,
surface water supplies the majority of the water.
In the western half where surface water is limit-
ed, ground water is the major supplier. Johnson
County Water District #1 obtains water from the
Kansas and Missouri Rivers and underground
springs near their plant. Wichita is supplied by
the Arkansas River, Cheney
Reservoir, and groundwater wells.

Conservation is the key to Kansas’ sustaining
the demands from its growing water usage. Many
initiatives directed under flood control legisla-
tion ( have assist-
ed urban and industrial areas with their water
demands. Programs such as the Water Marketing
Program, Water Assurance Program, and the
Multi-Purpose Small Lakes Program have been
developed to assure water for municipalities in
times of drought.

Under the Water Marketing Program, formed
out of the State Water Plan Storage Act (KSA 82a-

1301 et seq. )in 1974, a state-federal-local part-
nership was formed to help meet the future
needs of Kansas. Basically, this program allows
the state to pay for water storage in federal lakes.
In return, local entities pay the state for water
from the storage areas. The state sells water to
users raw (untreated) at the reservoirs and is not
responsible for the delivery or treatment of the
water.

In 1986, the Legislature inacted the Water
Assurance Program Act (KSA 82a-1330 et seq.) to
meet the needs of municipal and industrial
water users whose needs could not be economi-
cally and institutionally met by the existing
Water Marketing Program. Many municipal and
industrial water users who hold appropriation
rights to the natural flow of a stream below large
federal lakes, need water assurance only during
times of drought. Often, the Water Marketing
Program required these municipal and industri-
al water users to commit to a long term contract,
up to 40 years, and placed other stipulations
which were not feasible for the local entities. The
Water Assurance Program gives the Kansas
Water Office authority to enter into contracts
with the federal government for storage space to
be used for water assurance. The Act gives
Kansas access to an additional 173,000 acre-feet
of water supply.

Another program, the Multi-Purpose Small
Lakes Program (KSA 82a-1601), was designed in
1985 to help small towns and rural water dis-
tricts who are not benefitted by the general
Water Marketing Program. This program was
developed by the Kansas Water Office in cooper-
ation with the State Conservation Commission,
to administer watershed dam construction pro-
grams. Under this initiative, several sites that
had been identified for flood control could also
provide water supply for small towns and rural
water districts at an affordable price. Bone Creek
Reservoir in Crawford Co. is one such example of
this program.
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We know water is essential for life itself, to sustaining economical growth and stability, for farm-
ing, for communities, and wildlife. Water is also vulnerable to pollution, over-usage, and over-esti-
mated in its obtainable quantity. We are faced with some critical issues dealing with the efficient
use and protection of our water sources. The need for water conservation is quite apparent, espe-
cially in western Kansas. Where does one start? Let’s start at a point with which we are all familiar
and operate within on a daily basis, your home. Although home usage is the smallest general uti-
lization of water, it is an area where we can all implement some water saving measures. For an aver-
age household, water consumption (by percentage) would look something like the following:

Showers - 21%; Bath - 9%; Toilet flush-
ing- 28%; Toilet leaks- 5%; Washing
machines - 22%; Faucets - 12%;
Dishwashers - 3%.

This points out only in-house usage
and does not take into consideration
the lawn or garden. Most home water
usage deals with cleanliness and waste
disposal. Modern toilets, washing
machines, showers, and dishwashers all
use less water than their predecessors, but few of us can afford to replace many of these water
users. Here are some more practical tips for water conservation around the house:

Try to have the washing     
machine full to 
capacity or set the 
water level for the 
size of load you 
are washing.

Household Water Usage

Store a supply of drinking
water in the refrigerator

instead of running the water
to cool it for drinking.

Take shorter showers or install water saving 
headsor cut off valves to control water flow.
An average bath uses less water than most 
showers. 

Clean vegetables
or fruit in a stopped 
sink instead of using
running water.

Repair leaks as soon as possible. A
leaking toilet can waste up to 10-50 
gallons a day.

D o n ’ t leave the faucet running when using your 
toothbrush, razor, or washing your hands.

A small container of water should supply you with 
the necessary water for brushing your teeth or 

shaving. A few inches of water in the bottom of the
sink should allow you to wash your hands.

By putting these practices into use, the average household of four can save 28% to 47% on water
requirements while reducing your water and energy bills. Look at the list of resources provided
for other publication on water saving tips. The unnecessary flow of water has to stop somewhere;
let it start with us.

Use the dishwater only when full.
For small amounts of dirty dishes,

wash them by hand, but do not
leave the water running for rinsing.
Instead, if two sinks are available,
fill one with soapy water and one
with rinse water. When only one
sink is available, gather all the

washed dishes in a dish rack and
rinse them with a spray device
such as a plastic spray bottle.
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When considering water usage in Kansas, irri-
gation and its impact needs to be looked at very
closely.We have already mentioned it briefly
while introducing groundwater. Irrigation
accounts for 90% of all water withdrawn from
Kansas’ ground water supply. Irrigation through-
out the United States accounts for 64.1% of all
water usage. Food production in Kansas and
throughout our country has become highly
dependent on irrigation.Alfalfa, corn, grain,
sorghum and soybeans are crops being irrigated
with ground water in Kansas. Most of the ground
water available for large-scale irrigation is locat-
ed in the High Plains aquifer system. Irrigation
water in Kansas is presently being withdrawn
from approximately 30,000 points of diversion,
including wells, streams, and canals. It’s estimat-
ed a center pivot irrigation system, growing corn
or milo, utilizes in one growing season, the
amount of water equivalent to the usage of a
town with a population of 750-1,000 people.

There are several types of irrigation systems
being employed in Kansas. The most common,
based on 1998 estimations, is the center pivot
sprinkler with drop nozzles (irrigating 1,049,463
areas) followed closely by center pivot sprinklers
without drop nozzles (which ir rigate 1,002,440
areas). A distant third is flooding, accounting for
584,169 irrigated areas. Taking all systems into
account, approximately 2.75 million areas are
being irrigated in Kansas.

Crop irrigation started in Kansas in the 1940’s.

The answser, of
course, is ! One study suggested the ground-
water level in western Kansas from 1950-1995
has dropped between 5 to 40 feet and in a few
situations, over a 100 feet. Only recently have
substantial quantities of water for irrigation
been drawn from surface water. From 1990-1995
the quantity of surface water utilized for irriga-
tion has doubled in the major river basins. This
amount is still only a fraction compared to what
is being drawn from groundwater.

Though it doesn’t appear direct utilization of
surface water has had any measurable effect on
our surface water resources, the opposite is true
with groundwater irrigation. The draw of irriga-
tion upon groundwater has had a significant
impact on the aquifers of Kansas. The following
information was extracted from the U.S.
Geological Survey report

The High Plains aquifer started experienc-
ing water-level declines soon after extensive
ground water irrigation development began
in the 1940’s. By 1980, the water level in
parts of southwestern Kansas had declined
more than 100 feet. This decline has contin-
ued from 1980 to 1996, but at a slower rate.
Kansas had a yearly average decline rate 7.7
ft. from 1940 to 1980 compared to a 0.55 ft.
yearly average decline rate from 1980 to
1996. Factors which contributed to this slow
down in the water-level decline since 1980
are:

Center pivot irrigation w/ drop nozzles

Flooding irrigation gate
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a decrease in ground water withdrawals; this
was brought about by better water management
and an increase awareness that the Ogallala
aquifer is a finite resource, greater than nor-
mal precipitation (Kansas received an inch
more rain per year during this time period),
a decrease in irrigated acreage in areas with
large potential rates of aquifer depletion (no
specific information on Kansas), use of more

efficient irrigation technology,such as low pres-
sure nozzles and drop tubes on center pivots,

improved farm management practices,
including irrigation scheduling, reuse of irriga-
tion return flow, and the conversion to crops or
varieties with less water demands, greater
regulation of ground water withdrawals and
irrigated land development, and economic
conditions which have forced out the irrigation
of marginal land.

The Ogallala,the world’s largest underground supply of fresh water, lies beneath eight states: South
Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Texas. It is being
drained faster than nature can refill it. 
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The discharge and recharge rates for these ir ri-
gated lands has been very unbalanced-- dis-
charge occurrs at a much faster rate than
recharge. Surface water levels give us some indi-
cation of this phenomenon. Under normal con-
ditions groundwater discharges or “flows” into
surface water, such as rivers, streams, and ponds.
But, when the groundwater level (water table)
falls below the level of the surface water, the
reverse takes place. Streams and ponds now act
as a recharge point with water flowing from the
surface to the ground. This is why the flow of
many streams in areas of heavy irrigation has
decreased or disappeared altogether. Maps com-
paring the perennial streams in Kansas in the
1960’s, with those of the 1990’s, show a marked
decrease in miles of stream flow in the western
third of the state over this period

There is little doubt the economies of western
Kansas are directly dependent upon the water
resources of the High Plains/Ogallala aquifer. It
has been the backbone of western Kansas econo-
my for the last 50 years. Without the aquifer’s
water, a farmer in western Kansas would be
receiving about $28 / acre of crop land instead of
the $65- $100 obtainable through irrigation. If
water from this aquifer becomes unusable
because of declining water levels and/or increas-
ing operational costs, the region could loose up
to $300 million in gross revenue annually.

This prosperity has a domino affect on the area
economy as well. Crops are used to feed cattle

which provide the basis for the area’s meat pack-
ing industry.Workers at the packing plants pur-
chase their daily needs from local merchants and
the cycle continues. But, this prosperity may be
running its course.

Already there are signs the water which sup-
ports this prosperity may be on its last gallon. At
the current rate of usage, some areas like Greeley
and Scott counties, may only have 25 years or
less before the water is depleted. Some towns,
such as Hays, find themselves in a continuous
struggle to satisfy the water requirements of
their citizenry.Water restrictions and water con-
servation programs are a way of life and a neces-
sity for the people of Hays and other western
communities. Dan Rogers, an agricultural econo-
mist at Kansas State University, was recently
quoted in the Wichita Eagle paper as saying,
“...(without irrigation) the whole economy will
have to shrink.”

There is a definite need to recognize the neces-
sity for action programs and to provide techni-
cal assistance and leadership in reducing the
present rate of aquifer depletion. In February of
2001, officials from the Kansas Water Office and
the state Department of Agriculture will begin
meeting with Congress, representatives of other
states and western Kansas residents themselves
on a new way to manage the Ogallala. Success of
such action is vital to the well being of every
individual who resides in our state, especially
those in western Kansas.

As stated previously, irrigation is the activity which
utilizes the greatest amounts of water in Kansas;
88.53% of all ground and surface water usage is
directed to irrigation. The second highest total comes
from municipal usage (10.26%). Domestic usage is
included in this total and represents the greatest
usage within the municipal category.Industrial usage
is third, representing 2.88% of water withdrawal in
Kansas. The fourth highest is recreation (1.51%) fol-
lowed by stock watering (0.77%). These totals do not
include or reflect electrical power withdrawals in
Kansas. (

One acre of irrigated corn in western Kansas uses
over 400,000 gallons of water per season during a dry
year.

Level basin terraces on cropland in western Kansas
will hold 1 inch of runoff.This would be over 4 mil-
lion gallons of water per quarter section of land.

If the efficiency of an irrigation system is increased
by 5% (from 55% to 60%) on a 160 acre field of corn,
the seasonal savings of water would exceed 10 mil-
lion gallons.

Water Usage in Kansas
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The Ogallala Aquifer began forming 20 million
years ago. It is made up of material that was
washed down from the Rockies in a wetter era.
Some of this sediment is cemented into solid
rock, but much of it is a porous heap of rubble
in which the spaces between the pebbles proba-
bly filled with water as the gravel was deposited.
Water continues to filter down into the forma-
tion at a rate of up to two inches a year but this
is just a trickle compared to the rate at which
water is being taken out. The amount of water
withdrawn continues to exceeded the recharge
rate.

Most of the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer
has occurred in the last thirty-five years. The
drought of 2000 was very hard on the aquifer;
85% of the wells tested show a water level
decline. Ten percent of these wells had a drop of
five feet or more.

The amount of water
removed from the aquifer is better regulated.
Irrigation equipment has been improved to con-
serve more water. For example, early irrigation
equipment consisted mainly of overhead sprin-
klers where as much as 50%-60% of the water
was lost to evaporation before it reached the
ground, particularly on a hot, windy day. In 1996,
less than half of the irrigation was done utilizing
this method. More efficient irrigation technolo-
gies, such as low pressure nuzzles, drop tubes on
pivots, and direct ground irrigations are being
applied. Starting in the 1990’s, improved farm
management practices such as controlled irriga-

tion scheduling, reuse of irrigation return flow,
conversion to crop varieties with less water con-
sumption, and regulation of ground water with-
drawals has brought a reduction in the total
amount of water being removed.

Even with these water saving applications, the
Kansas Geological Survey estimates the heaviest
water users in western Kansas would need to
reduce their water withdraws by 50%-75% to
keep the water level of the aquifer constant.
Utilizing water from the Ogallala Aquifer has
been the backbone of western Kansas’ economy
for close to fifty years. It just can’t be turned off
and have everything remain the same. The
investments in water withdrawal systems are too
great, the beef industry depends on the crops
provided by the irrigated lands, and the water
based economic wealth of western Kansas would
decline between 45%-80% without irrigation.

The state of Kansas is developing plans to
address the aquifer’s disappearing water, but it
could cost five billion dollars to implement and
would require major lifestyle changes in western
Kansans. Is the price to steep to pay? Could it be
implemented under present Kansas water right
laws? Tough questions in difficult times. People
and various government agencies are very con-
cerned about the consequences which will occur
if something isn’t done soon.

The Western Kansas Irrigation Research
Project, a diverted group of private citizens, gov-
ernment agencies and industry stakeholders is
one such group providing technical assistance,
leadership, research, and education endeavors to
reduce the rate of aquifer depletion. Their short-
term goals are: 1) to maximize the economic
benefits of each unit of groundwater presently
being utilized; and 2) increase irrigation applica-
tion efficiencies. Their long term goal is to
reduce the rate of water utilization and prolong
the life of the Ogallala Aquifer without loss of
agricultural production. Their task, and that of
any other concerned group(s), will not be an
easy one to achieve, but do we have any other
alternative?

The Ogallala: Can We Head Off A Disaster?
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FEDERAL RESERVOIRS
IN KANSAS

1966
1967
1967
1970
1973
1975
1977
1980
1981
1981
1985

* indicates lakes under
the Bureau of
Reclamation. Year indi-
cates when lake filled.

A dairy cow must drink three gallons of water to produce one
gallon of milk.

You are made up mostly of water - the average body is 70- 
73% water with the brain and eye having the highest water 
content of any organ.

Water is found naturally in three states - liquid, solid, and gas.

Water is a non-renewable resource.

Most water pollution is non-point pollution - a pollutant which can’t be 
traced to a single source.

It takes 1,400 gallons of water to make your favorite 
hamburger, fries, and soft drink.

There are over 58,900 community water systems across the country 
producing over 34,000,000,000 gallons of drinking water each day.

A typical household uses about 300 gallons of water daily.

Elk City 
Keith Sebelius*
Milford 
Perry 
Waconda (Glen Elder)* 
Melvern
Clinton 
Marion
Big Hill
El Dorado
Hillsdale

Kanopolis 
Fall River
Cedar Bluff* 
Webster* 
Kirwin*
Lovewell* 
Toronto 
Tuttle Creek 
John Redmond
Council Grove
Cheney*
Wilson

1948
1949
1951
1957
1957
1958
1960
1963
1964
1964
1964
1964
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One of the best resources is the United States
Geological Survey.The Kansas office is located in
Lawrence and their web site is ks.water.usgs.gov

“The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is the 
Nation’s largest earth-sciences agency and has 
the principal responsibility within the Federal 
government for providing hydrologic informa-
tion and for appraising the Nation’s water
resources. The USGS collects streamflow,
groundwater level, water quality, and water-use 
data at numerous locations throughout
Kansas.”

This hydrologic data is used in research and
hydrologic studies to describe the quantity,and
location of the State’s water resources. It is also
used to provide flood warnings and forecasts;
operate reservoirs; design bridges, dams, levees,
and floodways; develop and protect water-supply
sources; evaluate the effects of various actions
on water quantity and quality; provide informa-
tion for water-rights and many other uses.

The collection, analysis, and interpretation of
this data is done in cooperation with other
Federal, State, and local agencies, universities,
and research centers. The USGS works with more
than 20 local, State, and Federal government
COOPERATORS to collect and interpret water-
resources information in Kansas. More informa-
tion regarding USGS programs in Kansas can be
found in: “USGS Programs in Kansas” on their
web page. The data can change daily so it is not
listed here. Excellent maps and data can be
viewed on the site.

Kansas Department of Health and Environment
is also very involved in water usage in Kansas.

“KDHE’s mission is to optimize the promotion
and protection of the health of Kansans
through preservation, protection, and remedia
tion of natural resources of the environment.”

They can be contacted at:

Kansas Department of Health and Environment
Clyde D. Graeber, Secretary
Capitol Tower Building
400 SW 8 th, Suite 200
Topeka, KS 66603-3930
Phone: 785-296-0461
Fax: 785-368-6368
web site: www.kdhe.ks.us

Monitoring the water in Kansas is a group effort. There are Many agencies
and groups involved. all provide excellent sources of information.

The Kansas Water Office works to acheive proac-
tive solutions for resource issues of the state and
to ensure good quality water to meet the needs
of the people and the environment of Kansas.
The Office evaluates and develops public poli-
cies, coordinating the water resource operations
of agencies at all levels of government. For more
information concerning the mentioned pro-
grams within On TRACKS and other programs
related to water use in Kansas contact:

The Kansas Water Office
901 South Kansas Avenue 
Topeka, KS 66612-1249
toll free 1-888-KAN-WATER
direct 785-296-3185
TTY785-296-6604 
fax 785-296-0878
web site http://www.kwo.org
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has a short section
on ( pp B-1 to B-6) which illustrates the
major river systems and annual rainfall in
Kansas. It also has an activity to match water
related words to their definitions and a section
dealing with the importance of wetlands for
wildlife and people.

Don’t over look the excellent activities in 
, such as 

Also consider the activities in 
:

And, of course, look at the activi-
ties in :

Here are just a few of the many activities in

Use the above resources and let your imagina-
tion go wild.

Reference Center Catalog: Check out
the section of the reference center
catalog. There are numerous resources which
would expand and enrich the water topics in this
newsletter. Here are a few:

Aquatics 

WOW! The Wonder of Wetlands 

How Safe is Your Water? 

Field Manual for Water Quality
Monitoring 

Eco-adventure in the Oceans

Water Pollution

Clean Water Detective

The Dead River

What’s It Like Where You Live- Ponds 
and Lakes 

What’s It Like Where You Live- River
and Streams

The Wetland and Riparian Areas of
Kansas 

- It’s Found Underground: Ground Water

3-2-1- CONTACT- Down The Drain 

Save Our Streams

America’s Pearly Mussels

TheWater Cycle 
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Aquatic Resources




